Abstract-In this paper we investigate how to defend against injecting traffic attacks in cooperative ad hoc networks. By injecting an overwhelming amount of packets into the network, the attackers can easily consume valuable network resources and reduce nodes' lifetime. Since in cooperative ad hoc networks nodes will usually unconditionally forward packets for other nodes, such networks are extremely vulnerable to injecting traffic attacks, especially those launched by inside attackers. In this paper, the possible types of injecting traffic attackers are studied, and a set of mechanisms are proposed to protect cooperative ad hoc network against such attacks. The performance of the proposed mechanisms is analyzed, which show that from attackers' point of view, the best strategy is not to launch injecting traffic attacks. Simulation studies also confirm the theoretical analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since ad hoc networks can be easily deployed as needed, they have drawn extensive attentions recently. In many situations, such as military or emergency applications, nodes in an ad hoc network belong to the same authority and pursue the common goals. Under such circumstances, fully cooperative behavior, such as unconditionally forwarding packets for each other, can be assumed. We refer to such ad hoc networks as cooperative ad hoc networks.
However, before ad hoc networks can be successfully deployed, security concerns must be resolved first [1] - [6] . In this paper, we study a class of powerful attacks called injecting traffic attacks. Specifically, attackers inject an overwhelming amount of traffic into the network in attempt to consume valuable network resources, and consequently degrade the network performance, such as causing network congestion and reducing network lifetime. Since in cooperative ad hoc networks, nodes will usually unconditionally forward packets for other nodes, such networks are extremely vulnerable to injecting traffic attacks, especially those launched by inside attackers who have gained access to the network.
Roughly speaking, there are two types of injecting traffic attacks that can be launched in cooperative ad hoc networks: query-flooding attack and injecting data packet attack (IDPA). Due to mobility, nodes in ad hoc networks may need to frequently perform route updates which may require broadcasting query messages. Attackers can then initiate query messages with a very high frequency to consume valuable network resources, which is called query-flooding attack. Attackers can also inject an overwhelming amount of garbage data packets into the network to request other nodes to forward. When other nodes process and forward these packets, their spent resource will be wasted.
To defend against query-flooding attacks, one possible way is to limit the amount of queries that can be initiated by each node in the network. Although this may degrade the network performance in certain degree, such methods can effectively limit the damage that can be caused by query-flooding attacks. However, if nodes in the network cannot know other nodes' data packet injection statistics, such as packet injection rate, then it becomes extremely hard (or impossible) to detect whether some nodes are launching IDPA. Fortunately, in cooperative ad hoc networks, since nodes belong the same authority and pursue the common goals, it is generally true that they can know each other's data packet injection statistics.
In this paper we mainly focus on protecting cooperative ad hoc networks against IDPA, especially those launched by inside attackers. We propose a set of mechanisms which can effectively detect IDPA, even when attackers can use some advanced transmission techniques such as directional antennas in attempt to avoid being detected. The probability that attackers can successfully launch IDPA without being detected is studied, which shows that from the attackers' point of view the best strategy is to conform to their packets injection rate. Meanwhile, the query-flooding attacks are also studied and the tradeoff between limiting query rate and system performance is investigated.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system model. Section III proposes a set of mechanisms to defend against injecting traffic attacks. The theoretical performance analysis of the proposed mechanisms are presented in Section IV. Simulation results are presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL Nodes in cooperative ad hoc networks can be classified into two types: good and malicious, in which good nodes will unconditionally help those nodes that have not been detected as malicious, while attackers' objective is to maximize the damage they can cause to the system. Each node is equipped with a battery with limited power supply, communicates with other nodes through wireless connections, and can move freely inside a certain area. Good nodes use omnidirectional transmission techniques, while attackers are also allowed to matter experts for publication in the IEEE GLOBECOM 2005 proceedings. This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject use directional transmission techniques, such as directional antennas [7] , to increase their attacking capabilities.
In the current system model, data packets are generated by certain nodes and delivered to certain destinations with each packet having a specific delay constraint. We call a sourcedestination (SD) pair to be legitimate if this pair is required by the common system goals. For each legitimate SD pair (s, d) in the network, the number of packets that can be injected by this pair into the network until time t is bounded by f s,d (t). Since nodes belong to the same authority and pursue the common goals, we can assume that every node knows all legitimate SD pairs in the network as well as the associated upper-bounds of the packet injection rates. We assume that all nodes in the network are legitimate, no matter whether they are good or malicious. We assume that each node has a public/private key pair, and a node can know or authenticate other nodes' public keys, but no node will disclose its private key to others unless it has been compromised. To keep the confidentiality and integrity of the transmitted content, we assume that each packet will be encrypted and signed by its source when necessary. Without loss of generality, we assume all data packets have equal size.
III. DEFENSE MECHANISMS

A. Route Discovery and Packet Delivery
First, the following security enhancements are incorporated into the baseline DSR [8] 
If all of the six conditions can be satisfied and x is not the destination, x will also append its own address to the request packet, sign and rebroadcast the new request. If the request is not valid, x will simply discard this request.
Once a source has decided to send a packet to a certain destination using a certain route, a data packet delivery transaction should be started. In this paper, the data packet delivery works as follows. Suppose that node s is to send a packet with payload msg and sequence number seq s (s, d) to destination d through the route R. s first generates two signatures sig h and sig b , with sig h being generated based on message {R, seq s (s, d)} and sig b being generated based on message {R, seq s (s, d), MD(msg)} where MD() is a digest function such as SHA-1 [9] . The final format of the packet to be sent is as follows:
We refer to {R, seq s (s, d), sig h } as the packet header, and refer to {msg, sig b } as the packet body. By also using the signature sig h , lots of energy can be saved when performing traffic monitoring. Next, s will transmit this packet to the next node on route R (e.g., x), increase seq s (s, d) by 1, and wait for a receipt to be returned by node x.
When a node (e.g., x) detects that a certain packet is to be transmitted by another node in its neighborhood, x first decodes and checks the packet header. Assume {R, seq s (s, d), sig h } is the header of the transmitted packet. x needs to continue receiving and decoding the body of the packet only if all of the following conditions are satisfied: 1) x is on the route R; 2) no nodes on route R has been marked as malicious by
is the sequence number of the last packet with the source being s and the destination being d that x has seen; 4) the signature sig h is valid; 5) route R has no more than L maxhop hops, where L maxhop is a system-level parameter indicating the maximum number of hops that any route is allowed to traverse in the network. After x has decided to forward the packet and has successfully received and verified the whole data packet, x will forward the packet to the next node.
B. Traffic Monitoring Mechanisms
In this paper, to detect possible injecting traffic attacks, each good node will keep monitoring its neighbors' transmission activities using the proposed header watcher mechanism. Specifically, when a good node x detects that a neighbor is transmitting a data packet, no matter whether x is the target of this transmission or not, x will try to receive and decode the transmitted packet header (e.g.
, {R, seq s (s, d), sig h }). If the matter experts for publication in the IEEE GLOBECOM 2005 proceedings. This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject
signature of the packet header is valid, x will put the packet header in the set HL x (s, d), which will be used later to detect whether s has launched injecting traffic attacks.
If all packet headers received by a good node x are recorded, with the increase of x's staying time in the network, more and more storage will be consumed. In this paper, for each legitimate SD pair (s, d) that x knows, only those packet headers received after the last valid route request issued by (s, d) need to be recorded by x. Since the interval between two consecutive route discoveries is usually not long, the storage requirement will become very small.
C. Attacker Detection
Now we consider the detection of injecting traffic attacks. For each set of packet headers HL , d) . In all these situations, once a good node x has detected that s has launched injecting traffic attacks, x will also notify other nodes in the network by broadcasting an ALERT message which consists of necessary evidence such as the corresponding packet headers. When other good nodes have received the ALERT message, after verification, they will also mark s as malicious.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
According to the secure route discovery procedure described in Section III-A, a good node x will only forward at most 1 route request in any time interval T min x for any legitimate SD pair, and will not forward route requests for any illegitimate SD pairs, therefore the total damage that can be caused by attackers launching query flooding attacks is bounded.
Next we analyze the effects of IDPA. Assume that node s is malicious and tries to launch IDPA with d being the destination of the packets injected by s. To avoid being detected immediately, the SD pair (s, d) must be legitimate and d must be malicious too; otherwise, s can be easily detected by d as malicious. There are three possible ways to launch IDPA: simple IDPA, long-route IDPA and multiple-route IDPA.
We first consider simple IDPA, where an attacker arbitrarily pick a route to inject a huge amount of packets into the network through this route. According to Section III-A, in order for good nodes to forward packets for s, s has to increase the sequence number seq s (s, d) by 1 after each packet delivery. Unless all nodes on the selected route are malicious, which makes no sense from the attackers' point of view, the good nodes on route R can easily detect that s is launching IDPA by comparing the received packets' sequence number with f s,d (t). That is, when launching simple IDPA, the attackers can be immediately detected and can cause no damage.
Next we consider long-route IDPA, where an attacker pick a very long route to inject data packets into the network with the injection rate conforming to the legitimate rate. If s launches long-route IDPA, since much more good nodes will be involved, s can cause similar damage as launching simple IDPA. However, as described in Section III-A, the maximum allowable number of hops per route is bounded by L maxhop , and good nodes will drop all packets with the associated number of hops more than L maxhop , therefore the damage is upper-bounded by L maxhop f s,d (t) by time t.
Finally we consider the multiple-route IDPA, that is, the attacker picks multiple routes to simultaneously inject packets via these routes. To avoid being detected immediately, the packet injection rate to each route must conform to f s,d (t), and the selected routes must be node-disjoint, that is, no selected routes should share any common good node; otherwise, if a good node x lies in more than one route from s to d, it can easily detect whether s and d have launched multiple-route IDPA. Meanwhile, the packets passing through the same route should have different sequence numbers in order for good nodes on the route to forward them. Based on whether s allows packets in different routes to share the same sequence numbers and what transmission techniques s will use, there are three cases:
• probability that s can successfully launch multiple-route IDPA without being detected still approaches to 0, as to be shown next. Next we derive the upper-bounds for the probability that s is able to successfully pick n node-disjoint routes to inject data packets without being detected immediately, as illustrated in Case 3. We consider the most general situation that the destination d does not know the exact locations of those nodes within its transmission range. Suppose that N good nodes are randomly deployed inside a large area of S. Suppose that all of these N nodes use omnidirectional transmission techniques and r is their common maximum transmission distance. Suppose that the SD pair (s, d) collude to launch IDPA with s using directional transmission technique and s and d not knowing the exact location of the nodes inside d's receiving range (which is r). If the defending mechanisms described in Section III are used by good nodes, then we can show that the probability P (n, r) that the two attackers can successfully pick n node-disjoint routes to launch multipleroute IDPA without being detected immediately is upperbounded by
Further, we can also show that the probability that two colluding attackers s and d can successfully pick 6 or more node-disjoint routes to launch multiple-route IDPA without being detected immediately is 0.
We have also evaluated through experiments the upperbounds of the success ratio for two colluding attackers s and d to launch multiple-route IDPA with s using directional transmission technique. Given a rectangular area of 20r ×20r, we put d in the center of the area. At each round of experiment, we randomly deploy 400r 2 ρ nodes inside the area and then randomly pick n nodes inside d's receiving range, where ρ is referred to as the node density. For each configuration of route number n and node density ρ, 10 7 experiments have been conducted. Attacker's success ratio Normalized node density n = 2, theo n = 3, theo n = 4, theo n = 5, theo n = 2, expe n = 3, expe n = 4, expe n = 5, expe Both experimental and theoretical upper-bounds are plotted in Fig. 1 , where "theo" denotes the theoretical upper-bounds obtained using (1), "expe" denotes the experimental upperbounds obtained through experiments described above, and "n" denotes the number of node-disjoint routes to be picked by the malicious SD pair (s, d) . In Fig. 1 , the normalized node density is defined as the average number of nodes inside an area of πr 2 . Since both the theoretical and experimental upperbounds corresponding to n = 4 and n = 5 are almost equal to 0 across all illustrated node densities (e.g., for n = 4, all values are less than 2 × 10 −3 ), the four curves associated to n = 4, 5 have almost overlapped into one single curve, which is the lowest curve illustrated in Fig. 1. For n = 2, 3 , we can see that the success ratio increases first with the increase of node density until it arrives at a peak, then decreases with the further increase of node density, which is consistent with (1).
The above upper bounds are evaluated based on a fixed topology. However, due to node mobility, s needs to frequently update routes. Then after several route updates, the probability that s still has not been detected as malicious will be very small. For example, assume that each route update is independent, after 5 times of route updates, even for n = 2, the probability that s has not been detected as malicious is less than 0.06%. That is, attackers has negligible chance to flee. In summary, when the malicious SD pair (s, d) tries to launch IDPA, to avoid being detected and to maximize the damage, the optimal strategy is to use only one route to inject data packets by conforming to both the maximum hop number L maxhop and the legitimate rate f s,d (t), which is equivalent to say that the optimal strategy is not to launch IDPA.
V. SIMULATION STUDIES
In our simulation, nodes are randomly deployed inside a rectangular area of 1000m × 1000m, and each node moves according to the random waypoint model [8] . The physical layer assumes that two nodes can directly communicate with each other successfully only if they are in each other's transmission range. The MAC layer protocol simulates the IEEE 802.11 DCF with a four-way handshaking mechanism [10] . The transmission range is fixed to be 250m.
In the simulations, the number of good nodes is 100 and the number of inside attackers varies from 0 to 50. For each round of simulation, 50 good nodes are selected as the packet generators, and each will randomly pick a good node to send packets. For each attacker who launches IDPA, it will also randomly pick another attacker as the destination to inject data packets. For each SD pair, packets are generated according to a traffic rate of one packet per second, which is known by all nodes. For attackers who launch injecting traffic attacks, they will increase the average packet injection rate by 10 times. All data packets have the same size.
In our simulations, the result are averaged over 50 rounds of simulations. For each round, the simulation time is set to be 5000 seconds. When we calculate the energy efficiency, only transmission energy consumption has been considered. One reason is that transmission energy consumption plays a major role in overall energy consumption, and another reason is that receiving energy consumption may vary dramatically over different communication systems due to their different implementations. However, both data and route request packets have been considered. We assume that the transmission energy needed per data packet is normalized to be 1. We first investigate the tradeoff between limiting the route request rate and system performance. Although the performance also depends on other factors such as the mobility pattern, the number of nodes in the network, the average number of hops per route, etc., to better illustrate the tradeoff between limiting the route request rate and system performance, the other parameters are set to be fixed. However, similar results can also be obtained by changing these parameters. Fig. 2 illustrates the tradeoff between limiting the route request rate and network performance. In this set of simulations, all attackers will only inject route request packets and will not inject any data packets. We assume that all good nodes have the same minimum route request forwarding interval denoted by T min , but all attackers will set their route request rate to be 1 per second. From Fig. 2(a) we can see that with the increase of T min from 1 to 80 seconds, the energy efficiency of good nodes also increases, and keeps almost unchanged from 80 to 160 seconds. The reason is that when T min is small, attackers can waste good nodes' energy through injecting a lot of route request packets to request others to forward. Fig. 2(b) shows that with the increase of T min from 1 second to 20 seconds, the end-to-end throughput of good nodes keeps almost unchanged, while with the increase of T min from 80 seconds to 160 seconds, the end-to-end throughput of good nodes drops almost linearly. These results also motivate us to pick T min to be 40 seconds in the following simulations. Fig. 3 shows the simulation results under various types of IDPA. In Fig. 3 , "IDPA under no defense" denotes the case that attackers launched simple IDPA and the underlying system has not launched any defending mechanism; "general IDPA strategy" denotes the case that attackers launch IDPA but the mechanisms described in Section III have been launched, where both multiple-route IDPA and long-route IDPA have been simulated; "optimal IDPA strategy" denotes the case that attackers will use only one route to inject data packets which conforms both to the maximum hop number L maxhop = 10 and to the legitimate maximum packet injection rate and the mechanisms described in Section III have been launched.
From Fig. 3(a) we can see that when there is no defending mechanisms for IDPA, even simple IDPA can dramatically degrade the energy efficiency of good nodes. When the defending mechanisms described in Section III are employed, from attackers' point of view, launching IDPA has no any gain in decreasing the energy efficiency of good nodes. However, if attackers apply the optimal IDPA strategy, they can still degrade the energy efficiency of good nodes. From Fig. 3(b) we can see that without employing necessary defending mechanisms, with the increase of the number of attackers, even simple IDPA can dramatically degrade the end-to-end throughput of good nodes due to the congestion they caused. When the defending mechanisms described in Section III are employed, launching IDPA has almost no effects on the performance of good nodes' end-to-end throughput.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have studied the possible injecting traffic attacks that can be launched in cooperative ad hoc networks and proposed a set of mechanisms to defend against such attacks. Both query flooding attacks and injecting general data packets attacks have been investigated. Furthermore, for injecting general data packets attacks, the situations that attackers may use some advanced transmission techniques such as directional antennas to avoid being detected have also been studied. Our theoretical analysis has shown that when the proposed mechanisms are used, the best strategy for attackers is not to launch injecting traffic attacks. Extensive simulation studies have also agreed with our theoretical analysis.
